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Abstract
To solve premature phenomenon and falling into local optimum of genetic algorithm, the simulated annealing algorithm is
introduced to the genetic algorithm and a simulated annealing is presented based on genetic clustering algorithm, a new effective SA,
crossover operator and mutation operator proposed for fitting the partition-based chromosome coding. In addition, the Euclidean
distance is replaced by the kernel function distance to improve the performance of the proposed algorithm further. We also applied
the proposed algorithm to image compression. Experimental results indicate its superiority in terms of peak signal to noise ratio
(PSNR).
Keywords: Mercer Kernel; crossover operator; mutation operator; Vector Quantization

pioneered by John Holland [18] in the 1970s, is an
efficient and global optimum search method based on the
ideas of nature selection and genetics. Its main idea is to
maintain a set of solutions (population), which is
regenerated iteratively using genetic operations
(crossover and mutations) and selection [19]. GA has
been proven to be powerful methods and widely used in
many fields.
Simulated Annealing (SA) is a global optimum
search method based on the idea of physical annealing
and has higher convergence speed than GA. However, the
initial temperature and the decreasing speed of the
annealing temperature have a great effect on the
performance of SA algorithm. If the initial temperature is
high enough and the annealing temperature decreases
slowly enough, the obtained solution approaches the
global solution with probability one but the convergence
speed is very low. On the other hand, SA algorithm is
easy to fall into local optimum if the annealing
temperature decreases quickly [20].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes some related background such as the
concept of vector quantization, the LBG algorithm and
the Mercer kernel. Section 3 presents the proposed
algorithm in detail. Section 4 shows the experimental
results. Finally, a conclusion is given in Section 5.

1 Introduction
The main purpose of Image Compression is as much as
possible to reduce the amount of data image compression.
Vector quantization (VQ) is one of the most important
technologies for image compression [1-3], and VQ has
been widely used in different applications such as image
compression [4-6], pattern recognition [7-9], speech
coding [10, 11], etc. In general, VQ utilizes the same
codebook at the sending terminal and the receiving
terminal respectively to encode and decode the signal. In
the encoding phase, VQ finds the nearest codeword for
each input vector according to a certain distortion
criterion, and transmits the corresponding indexes to the
decoder. Thus, in the decoding phase, merely a simple
table-look-up operation is required.
A vector quantizer Q maps the K-dimensional space

K into a finite subset of K and statistically encodes
data vectors in order to quantize and compress the data.
Based on the centroid condition and the nearest neighbor
condition, Linde et al. [12] proposed the popular LindeBuzo-Gray (LBG) algorithm. However, LBG algorithm
strongly depends on the choice of the initial codebook
and cannot gain the best solution. Some improved
versions of LBG have been proposed, such as the
Enhanced LBG (ELBG) [13], Adaptive Incremental LBG
(AILBG) [14], Evolutionary-based Methods [15, 16],
Mercer kernel methods [17], etc.
In recent years, various bio-inspired optimization
techniques have been widely used in varieties of
optimization tasks. Genetic Algorithms (GA), first

2 Background
In this section, the concept of vector quantization, the
LBG algorithm and Mercer kernel are introduced simply.
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2.1 VECTOR QUANTIZATION

2.3 MERCER KERNEL

A

Given data set X  x1, x2 ,, xN , xi K and a nonlinear
mapping function    that maps xi from the input data
space K to a new feature space F with higher or even
infinite dimensions, the dot product of   xi  and   x j  in
feature space F can be implicitly computed by using the
Mercer kernel function K  xi , x j  [17] defined in the input
space, i.e. K  xi , x j     xi  ,   x j  without needing the
knowledge about the specific form of the nonlinear
mapping    . Therefore, any computations in the feature
space F can be efficiently converted into operations in the
data space through the kernel function.
In this paper, the Gaussian kernel function is
introduced and it is given as follows:

vector

quantizer
Q
maps
vector
set
X   x1 , x2 ,, xN  , xi K into a finite set of representative

vectors V  v1 , v2 ,..., v M  and divides the vector space
into M disjoint regions C1 , C2 ,, CM , and

C1  C2   CM  K and Ci
Where,

C j  , i  j

(1)

Ci   x K : Q  x   vi  , i  1, 2,, M

(2)

The representative vector set V is referred as
codebook and the representative vector v i is called
codeword. The goal of designing optimal vector quantizer
is to seek the optimal codebook to minimize the
distortion of vector quantizer.
2
If the squared error d  x, Q  x    x  Q  x 
is
adopted as the distortion metric, the distortion function of
vector quantizer can be expressed as:
M

D  X ,V    xk  vi

2

i 1 kCi

  x y
K ( x, y)  exp  
2




(3)

2.2 LBG ALGORITHM
In general, the LBG algorithm iteratively applies the
nearest neighbor condition and the centroid condition to
produce the optimal codebook. The LBG algorithm
consists of the following steps:
Step1:
Initialization.
Given
an
initial
codebook V 0  v10 , v20 ,..., vM0 ; set t  0 , D 1   and


 ( x  v )2  
d ( xk , vi )  2  1  K ( xk , vi )   2  1  exp   k 2 i  







ε 0;

Step2:

Partition.
Given
codebook
,
assign
each
training
vector
to the
V  v1 , v2 ,..., vM 
t 

t 

t 



k

k

i

k

j

M

t



from v i , d ( xk , vi ) will get larger until it reaches 2 (its



i 1 kC  t 
i

D

Step3:
 t 1

D

t 



xk  vi 
t

maximum value). In Eq. (7), the function of constant 2
aims to extend the range of d ( xk , vi ) .
The total distortion of vector quantizer in space can
be expressed in Eq. (8):

2

Terminal
condition
check.
If
t 
,
then
stop
and
output
which
V
D
ε

M

D    2  1  K ( xk , vi ) 

 t 1

t

Step5: Set

1
Ci 
t



t
x j Ci 

x j , i  1, 2,  M

(8)

i 1 kCi

represents the final codebook; else, continue;
Step4: Codebook update. Calculate the new
codeword according to the centroid condition, that is，
vi  

(7)

until it reaches zero. In reverse, when x k is far away

and compute the distortion using Eq. (3), that is

D   

(6)

When x k is closer to v i , d ( xk , vi ) becomes smaller

t 

corresponding region (Voronoi cell) according to the
nearest neighbor condition, that is,
2
2
(4)
C  x  K : x  v  x  v
j  i , i  1, 2,..., M
i





According to the Gaussian kernel function K ( x, y)
and the Euclidean distance d ( x, y) , we observe the
connection between them as follows: K ( x, y) is inversely
proportional to d ( x, y) . For example, if the value
of d ( x, y) is the lower bound 0, K ( x, y) reaches the upper
bound 1; and on the contrary, if d ( x, y) approaches
infinity, K ( x, y) is closed to the lower bound 0. It is the
reason why we use the Gaussian kernel function rather
than other kernel functions. Further, many image data are
subjected or approximately subjected to Gaussian
distribution in real world.
So, the Euclidean distance in input space can be
replaced by the Gaussian kernel function:

VQ can be regarded as a clustering problem, in
which an assignment of vectors to clusters is desired such
that distortion function of the vectors to their cluster
centroid is minimal.



2

3 Kernel Vector Quantization Based on Simulated
Annealing into Genetic
In this section, kernel vector quantization based on
simulated annealing into genetic (KVQSAG) algorithm is
presented in detail. Vector quantization based on

(5)

t  t  1 and go to Step2.
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simulated annealing into genetic (VQSAG)algorithm
mainly consists of the operators of GA and the simulated
annealing method, and the following will introduce each
operation employed in the VQSAG.

the second term of Eq. (14). So, the fitness function of
individuals is defined as follows:
M
(15)
fitness  2  s

3.1 PARTITION-BASED CODE DESIGNING

3.3 SIMULATED ANNEALING METHOD

In the partition-based code scheme, the genes in each
individual are the labels of training vector and the labels
represent the clusters which the training vector belong to.
The k-th gene in individual represents the label of the k-th
training vector. A group of labels consist of an individual.
Suppose that the number of the training vector is N, then
the length of individual is also N. Therefore, each
individual represents one division of the training vector,
and the goal of the operators in GSAVQ algorithm and
GSAKVQ algorithm is to seek the optimal division of the
training vector to minimize the total distortion of vector
quantizer.
The individual Ac can be expressed as follows:

By performing generic simulated annealing on one
individual, a new individual is generated and join into
evolution with certain probability into the next
generation. The method does not take into account the
effect of each gene on the distortion of vector quantizer.
In the proposed KVQSAG, an effective simulated
annealing method is proposed based on an analysis of
effect of each gene on the distortion.
When the values of genes in an individual are
changed, the total distortion of vector quantizer can be
given as follows:
M


(16)
Dˆ  2  N  sˆ

Ac  ac1 , ac2 ,..., ack ,..., acN 
Where,



(9)

According to s

i



1
sˆak 

Cˆ
kCˆ a
ak

sˆ j 

(17)

(18)
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 K  x , x 

mCˆ a

k

sak  Ca  2 
k
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 Kx ,x 

mCa

k

m

,

k

Ca  1

k

k

1
   K  xk , xm  
Cˆ kCˆ j mCˆ j

sj  Cj  2

j

 K x , x 2
k

mC j

m

C j 1

i

Therefore, the k-th gene whose value is changed

Where, d i is the local distortion of vector quantizer:
di   2  1  K ( xk , vi )   2  Ci  2   K ( xk , vi )
(12)
kCi

the distortion

 2  sˆak + sˆ j  sak  s j

In this paper, the fitness of individuals in the feature
space is proposed on the basis of Ref. [21].
The distortion function of vector quantizer in the
kernel feature space is shown in Eq. (8), and we can
rewrite it as follows:
M
M
(11)
D
2  1  K ( x , v )   d
i 1

1
   K  xk , xm  ,
Ci kCi mCi

M
M

Dˆ  D  2    sˆi   si 
i 1
 i 1


Where






According to

3.2 FITNESS FUNCTION

i

i

M
M

Dˆ  D  2    sˆi   si 
i 1
 i 1


training vector. M is the size of codebook or the number
of labels.
The initial population with P individuals can be
stated as follows:
(10)
A   A1 , A2 ,..., Ac ,..., AP 

k



i 1

variation will be:

individual Ac and it represents the label of the k-th

i 1 kCi






ack 1,2,..., M  is the k-th gene in



i

i 1

from ak to j, the distortion variation will be:

kCi


 xm 
2

mC
 2  Ci  2   K  xk , i
 2  Ci 
   K  xk , xm 
Ci 
Ci kCi mCi
kCi



1
s

K
x
,
x


 k m , then the local distortion can
Set i C k
i Ci mCi

be written as follows:
di  2  Ci  2  si

 kj  Dˆ  D
 s  C  2
 K  xk , xm  s j  C j  2   K  xk , xm   2 
  ak a k
mCa
mC j
k
  sa  s j
 2   

k
Cj 1


Ca  1
k







(13)

M

i 1

i 1

D    2  Ci  2  si  2 N  2   si

(19)

3.4 CROSSOVER OPERATION

So, the total distortion of vector quantizer is given as
follows:
M










The genes in an individual represent the labels of the
training vector.

(14)

aik and a jk are the k-th gene in the i-th

individual and in the j-th individual respectively, and they
represent the labels of the k-th training vector. Generally,

From Eq. (14), it is clear that minimizing the total
distortion of vector quantizer is equivalent to maximizing
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So, the gene r  min   K  x j , xk   is
kCi
jCi
 jCi



the gene that influences the distortion di most.

aik is not equal to a jk , however, aik and a jk represent the

 K x , x  .
j

same cluster in essence. In other words, different
individuals use different labels to represent the
homogenous group of the training vector. Therefore, if
the single point-crossover or multiple-point crossover
operator is adopted, the excellent pattern in individual
may be destroyed and no good results can be obtained.
So, based on the special partition-based code scheme
used in KVQSAG, a novel special and effective crossover
operation is designed and it is introduced in the
following.
Suppose individual Ai and individual A j are chosen.

3.6 THE FRAMEWORK OF KVQSAG
Based on the introduction of each operation in the
previous sections, the framework of KVQSAG is
described as follows:
Step1: Initialize the population and the annealing
temperature and set i=0 ;
Step2: Compute the fitness of each individual;
Step3: If the stopping criterion is satisfied, stop and
decode the best individual as the optimal codebook;
otherwise, continue;
Step4: Simulated annealing operation;
Step5: Perform crossover operation, mutation
operation and selection operation in turn;
Step6: i=i+1 ; return Step2.
The stop criterion is defined as follows:

The crossover operation is done as follows: (a) for
individual Ai , randomly select one label rand and the
genes whose values are equal to rand are recorded as
i
collection Crand
; (b) for individual A j , find out the
k

distribution cntC i

that represents the number of genes

rand

whose values are equal to k in the corresponding position
of

i
;
C rand



(c) set u  max cntCk i
k 1,2,.., M

individual A j whose
collection C

j
u

rand

values

 and record the genes in
are

equal

to

u

fitness(best (t ))  fitness(best (t  1))  

(22)
Here, fitness (best (t )) and fitness(best (t  1)) are the
fitness values of the best individual in t-th and t-1-th
iteration respectively.

as

; (d) set the values of genes in

individual Ai in the corresponding position of C uj to rand

4 Application in Image Compression

and set the values of genes in individual A j in the
corresponding of

i
to
C rand

k

u.

In this paper, an adaptive method is used to determine the
initial temperature for different training vector set.
The adaptive method for initial temperature is given
as follows: for the initial population, the average of
 i , j  0 is computed, which is used set as the initial
temperature.
Other parameters in the proposed algorithm are set
as follows: the population has 20 individuals, the
mutation probability Pm  0.1 , the crossover

3.5 MUTATION OPERATOR
The mutation probability is set as Pm . Once an individual
is chosen, we compute the local distortions
di , i  1, 2,..., M , and select one of the local distortions di
by using the roulette strategy according to the local
distortions. Then determine the gene r in collection Ci

probability Pc  0.7 and the decreasing speed of the
annealing temperature is set to 0.8.
In this experiments, we have taken 20 independent
runs (with different seeds of the random number
generator) of each algorithm.
All the algorithms discussed here have been
developed in a Matlab7.0.1 platform on a Pentium-IV
2.33-GHz PC, with a 2-GB main memory in Windows
Server 2003 environment.

which influences the distortion di most and change the
value of the gene r to a randomly chosen label j, i  j .
How to determine the gene r is explained as follows.
The local distortion with the Gaussian kernel
function is as follows:
1
(20)
di  Ci 
   K  x j , xm 
Ci jCi mCi
If one of the genes k in collection Ci is changed, the
local distortion di can be expressed:
d i / k   Ci  1 

1
 
 K  x j , xm 
Ci  1 jCi , j  k mCi ,m  k

(21)

4.1 APPLICATION IN IMAGE COMPRESSION
In this section, we validate the effectiveness of proposed
approach in image compression. Firstly, the performance
of the proposed algorithm is compared with that of LBG
[12], Improved Particle Swarm Optimization cluster
method (IPSO) [22] and the steady-state memetic

The gene r  min d i / k  is the gene that influences the
kCi

distortion di most. From Eq. (21), it is clear that
minimizing di/k is equivalent maximizing the second term
of Eq. (21), which is equivalent to
minimizing
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algorithm [23] (MA) in terms of the peak signal to noise
ratio (PSNR), the running time and the visual effect of
recovered images.
Each test problem runs 10 times independently and
an average result of the peak signal to noise ratio
(PSNR) is recorded. For a m  m grayscale image, the
PSNR is defined as follows:




2
255

PSNR  10  lg  m m


2
  ( xij  xˆij ) / m 
 i 1 j 1


Zhao Mengling, Liu Hongwei

TABLE 1 PSNR (dB) comparison of four algorithms with the different
codebook sizes
Training
Algorithms
Codebook size
Images
64
128
256
512
lena
LBG
29.1225 30.2706 31.0375 31.9970
IPSO
29.3155 30.2771 31.2545 32.1210
MA
28.9800 30.0628 31.0048 32.1364
KVQSAG
29.6624 30.7130 31.6952 32.9009
boat
LBG
26.3006 27.2585 27.8510 28.6008
IPSO
26.4740 27.4326 27.9996 28.6148
MA
26.4920 27.3817 27.8903 28.6647
KVQSAG
26.4885 27.3465 28.1263 28.7893
airplane
LBG
26.6706 27.4460 27.8753 28.5908
IPSO
26.5978 27.5698 28.0306 28.5094
MA
26.6249 27.2531 27.8840 28.6896
KVQSAG
26.7897 27.6241 28.2529 28.8415
einstein
LBG
30.8522 31.8297 32.6087 33.1932
IPSO
31.1296 31.8260 32.6032 33.2318
MA
30.7521 31.7100 32.5510 33.2385
KVQSAG
31.1669 31.9828 32.7100 33.3542

(22)

where xij is the original pixel value and xˆij is
compressed pixel value.
Grayscale images “Lena”, is used as the training
images (as shown in Figure 1) and “boat”, “airplane”,
“einstein” are used as the test images. The size of each
image is 512×512.

From Table 2, it is clear that KVQSAG has the largest
running time among the algorithms. However, the
running time of the KVQSAG algorithm is not changed
with the size of codebook. If the data set is small and the
size of codebook is large, KVQSAG algorithm can be
selected suitably.
(a) ) Lena

(b) boat
TABLE 2 Running time (s) comparison of four algorithms with
different codebook sizes
Algorithms
Codebook size
64
128
256
512
LBG
9
16
26
52
IPSO
304
621
1285
2725
MA
79
138
278
568
KVQSAG
5139
5065
5220
5116

(c) airplane

(d) Einstein

5 Conclusion

FIGURE 1 The training images

A kernel vector quantization based on simulated
annealing into genetic algorithm is proposed in the paper
and it is applied to image compression. In the proposed
algorithm, first, a novel simulated annealing method
based on an adaptive method for determining the initial
temperature is introduced into the genetic algorithm to
guide the evolution process so as to make the algorithm
escape from the local optimal. Moreover, a novel
crossover is specially designed for partition-based coding
method. The experimental results show the effectiveness
of the proposed method.

Table 1 presents the mean PSNR and table 2 shows
the mean running time of four algorithms in the 10
independent runs. The bold in table 1 is the optimal value
of the four algorithms.
From Table 1, it is can be seen that the proposed
KVQSAG algorithm has a better performance than others
in term of PSNR whether in the training image or out of
the training image.
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